
HELINKS STS License Model
Overview

Helinks STS distribution is submitted to 4 different licensing models.
Single User License
Project License
Global License
Source Code License

Single User Licenses and Project Licenses are the suitable licensing model for companies
acting as System Integrators.

Single User License

The Single User License entitles one user at a time to use the software for a non-limited number
of projects. However the tool must not be delivered as part of the project to the end customer.
This applies also to backup copies of the project .

For non production purposes such as personal backup, education, evaluation, training , pilot
projects or demo the  Single User License can be used by multiple users on multiple computers.

The price of the Single User License is listed in the currently valid HELINKS STS price list.

Project License

The Project License is related to a specific project. A Project License should be delivered to the
end customer as part of the project deliveries. In this case the System Integrator acts as
reseller. A project license may be used by multiple users on multiple computers for sole
purposes related to the project the license is bound to.

The price of the project license is listed in the currently valid HELINKS STS price list.

Global License

The Global License is the suitable model for TSOs, DSOs and other utility end customers.

 



Generally the Global License is linked to a Utility Package (Customized version of the Software)
A Global License entitles the end customer to use the software for all substations owned by
himself. The end customer may provide user rights of the software to a System Integrator. In
this case the usage of the software by the System Integrator is subjected to the conditions of
the Project License model. However in this case the System Integrator does not act as reseller.

Optionally the Global Licence can be extended to include the non exclusive right to access the
HELINKS STS source code in case HELINKS is no more able or willing to maintain  STS. This
right is limited to the sole purpose of maintaining and evolving STS for the customers systems.
It does not grant the right to sell the source code to third parties or to sub licence STS to third
parties.

The price of the Global License is negociated case by case. It generally is relted to the number
an voltage levels of the customers substations and systems.

Source Code License

The source code license is suitable for Vendors or Software companies which intend to include
HELINKS STS or parts of it as OEM version into their own products.

Terms and prices of the Source Code License will be negotiated case by case.
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